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Abstract 

 

As more behavioral health interventions move from traditional to digital platforms, the 

application of evidence-based theories and techniques may be doubly advantageous. First, it can 

expedite digital health intervention development, improving efficacy, and increasing reach. 

Second, moving behavioral health interventions to digital platforms presents researchers with 

novel (potentially paradigm shifting) opportunities for advancing theories and techniques. In 

particular, the potential for technology to revolutionize theory refinement is made possible by 

leveraging the proliferation of  “real-time” objective measurement and  "big data" commonly 

generated and stored by digital platforms. Much more could be done to realize this potential. 

This paper offers proposals for better leveraging the potential advantages of digital health 

platforms, and reviews three of the cutting edge methods for doing so: optimization designs, 

dynamic systems modeling, and social network analysis.  
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1.i. The beginning of a digital revolution in behavioral medicine  

There is a sea change in technological capacity for empirically testing behavioral theories 

in “real-world” contexts. Cell phone use is currently near complete penetration with 96% of the 

global adult population having a cell-phone subscription (ITU Statistics, 2015).  Internet access 

is rapidly growing with approximately 400 million internet users globally in 2000, rising to 3.2 

billion by 2015 (ICT Data and Statistics Division: Telecommunication Development Bureau: 

International Telecommunication Union, 2015). Within the US, there is rapid adoption of 

smartphones, with current estimates of 60-64% of adults with similar penetration across socio-

economic communities (Pew Research Center: Internet, 2014; Smith, 2013). These statistics 

demonstrate the increasing digitization of our daily lives globally.  

Another technological advance relevant to behavioural science is the inferring of 

psychological, social, and contextual variables from “digital traces” that are passively recorded 

or tracked (e.g., emails exchanged, social media activity, and GPS location; Saeb et al., 2015). 

Currently, industry utilizes these digital traces for commercial purposes such as targeted 

advertising and recommendations (Resnick & Varian, 1997); there is also interest in utilizing 

these data streams for supporting health and behavior change via sensing of the processes and 

outcomes of behavioral interventions (Goldbeck, Robles, & Turner, 2011; Heckler, Klasnja, 

Traver, & Hendriks, 2013; Estrin, 2014; Kan-Leung, Inon, Dana, & Jennifer, 2014; Tausczik & 

Pennebaker, 2010; Zhou et al., 2014; Pentland, 2014; Ravichandran et al.) Such digital traces 

offer an effective strategy for the empirical testing of behavioral theory (e.g., inferring 

personality attributes from email interactions, Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010).  “Wearable” 

technologies (e.g., fitness tracking bands like the Fitbit or Apple Watch, or smart vision devises 

like Google Glass) provide new data streams and opportunities for minute-by-minute monitoring 
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and intervening “just-in-time” (Kumar et al., 2013). Constructs that were once measurable only 

in a lab environment or via self-report (e.g., stress, affect, personality characteristics) are 

increasingly becoming possible to measure in “real-life” contexts and with more direct inference. 

Technologies such as smartphones and smart watches enable low-burden strategies for providing 

behavioral support at key times when a person has the opportunity to change and is receptive to 

such support (Nahum-Shani, Hekler, & Spruijt-Metz, 2015).  

Beyond cell phones, smartphones, and wearables, there is an emerging movement, the 

“internet of things” which refers to digitally connecting the everyday appliances and devices 

used in our home, work, and commuting environments, such as “smart” thermostats, refrigerators 

and cars. The technologies we interact with everyday are increasingly connected to the internet, 

thus supporting an enormous explosion of interlinked data sources. This is very relevant to 

health. For example, sensor technologies in toilets can automatically measure biomarkers and 

microbiome profiles of individuals (Ratti, 2014), and bathroom mirrors can use facial recognition 

features to assess health problems and the monitoring of alcohol of tobacco use (Colantonio et 

al., 2015). Other new digital sensor technologies include ingestible smart tablets capable of 

gathering data on medication taking, activity, and resting patterns (Proteus Digital Health), and 

smart temporary tattoos capable of monitoring vital signs, skin temperature, and blood oxygen 

levels (Hirschberg, Betts, Emanuel, & Caples, 2014). 

This digital health movement involves bringing together a number of digital technologies 

to improve health, including wireless devices, hardware sensors and software sensing 

technologies, microprocessors and integrated circuits, the Internet, social networking, 

mobile/cellular networks and body area networks, health information technology, genomics, and 
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personal genetic information (Topol, 2013).  In this article, we confine our discussion of digital 

health to behavior change interventions delivered via one or more of these digital technologies.  

1.ii. Advantages of applying evidence-based theories and techniques when developing 

digital health interventions  

In the context of behavioral health interventions, the ubiquity of digital technologies and 

infrastructures and their adoption into day-to-day life translates into much greater potential reach 

than traditional interventions, and consequently greater potential for positive public health 

impact. However, this potential impact can only be realized to the extent that digital health 

interventions are effective. For all types of intervention, the development process benefits from 

applying  evidence-based theories and techniques, as this directs attention to design 

characteristics (e.g., behaviour change techniques, modes of delivery) that might otherwise be 

ignored, and indicates conditions under which interventions and their specific characteristics are 

more or less likely to be effective. This may be especially important for digital health 

interventions given that they often require considerable initial investments in development (e.g., 

labor intensive software engineering). Second, application and identification of specific 

evidence-based techniques makes for an efficient, and therefore more rapid and less costly, 

process, and provides opportunities for systematic testing and refining of behavioral 

interventions over time  

1.iii. Advantages of going digital for developing and testing theories and techniques of 

health behavior change  

 The shift from traditional to digital platforms presents researchers with significant 

advantages in terms of developing and testing theories and techniques of behavior change. They 

allow for greater specification of (i) behavioral theories and models (e.g. defining how constructs 
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relate to one another and the predicted magnitude and direction of those relations) (Hekler et al., 

2016), ,  (ii) dynamic temporal relationships (e.g., timescale, latency, and delay; Spruijt-Metz, 

Hekler, Saranummi, Intille, Korhonen, Nilsen, Rivera, Spring, Michie, & Asch, 2015) and (iii) 

the “threshold conditions” that clearly define when, where, for whom, and in what state of the 

person a mechanism of action will produce an effect (Hekler et al., 2016).   

 Another potential strength of digital technologies for investigating theories and 

techniques of behavior change is their potential for high “fidelity” of delivery (although software 

engineering problems and interactions with changing operating systems and hardware can 

undermine this in practice). A review of 342 articles evaluating intervention fidelity over 10 

years and found that only 22% reported strategies to maintain provider skills, only 27% reported 

checking adherence to protocol, and only 35% reported using a treatment manual, cumulatively 

raising concerns about the fidelity of delivery of traditional interventions (Borrelli et al., 2005). 

Barring technical failures, digital platforms have the advantage of objectively measuring what 

parts of the intervention were engaged with, and therefore “received”, by whom. 

 Because digital interventions can be delivered with high fidelity, and because they 

provide the possibility of very large datasets generated by valid measures of behavior, thinking, 

emotion and physiology in real time and everyday contexts, they provide a great potential for 

testing, refining and developing theories of behavior change.  The digital revolution currently 

taking place in behavioral medicine is making these things possible -- but to what extent has this 

potential been realized thus far? To the extent that we've so far fallen short of realizing the 

potential power of leveraging digital health platforms, why have we fallen short?  And how can 

we do better? 

1.iv. Goals for this paper 
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  In this paper we present strategies for embracing the digital revolution in behavioral 

medicine. This paper makes proposals in three areas. First, few digital health intervention 

developers specify how characteristics of their intervention map onto underlying evidence-based 

theories and techniques (Conroy, Yang, & Maher, 2014a; Crane, Garnett, Brown, West, & 

Michie, 2015). Improving this would be expected to increase the effectiveness of interventions 

and advance our understanding of underlying theory. Second, many researchers are not yet 

taking advantage of the richness of data generated by digital health platforms, instead over-

relying on traditional self-report measures. Third, there are a range of advanced study designs 

and analytic methods well suited to "big data" sets generated by digital health platforms; we will 

introduce a selection of these that we consider should be more widely used.  

2. Challenges to Digital Platforms  

2.i. The complexity of multicomponent health interventions (digital and traditional)  

 Interventions to change behaviors related to health are usually complex (also referred to 

as ‘multi-faceted’ or ‘bundled’) in that they comprise several or many components that may 

interact with each other in achieving an effect.  These components may be either behavior 

change techniques (BCTs; the potentially active ingredients of an intervention) or modes of 

delivery (e.g., design features of smartphone apps or communication skills in face-to-face 

delivery). This poses challenges for all complex interventions in identifying (i) which techniques 

are contributing to any effects observed and (ii) the mechanisms of action of techniques 

contributing to the effect. 

 Two methods have been successfully used to identify effective BCTs within complex 

interventions. The first is a statistical technique to analyze evidence syntheses using meta-
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regression. This enables the identification of BCTs that have strong enough effect signals that 

they are found to be associated with effect despite the large heterogeneity of types of 

intervention within the synthesis (Michie et al., 2015; Michie et al., 2014). Using this technique, 

Michie and colleagues have identified the BCT ‘self-monitoring’ to be an effective component of 

complex interventions in increasing physical activity and healthy eating (Michie et al., 2011), 

decreasing alcohol consumption  (Michie et al., 2012), and in smoking cessation (West, Evans, 

& Michie, 2011). The same finding was replicated by Dombrowski et al. in a study of physical 

activity and dietary interventions for those who were overweight with co-morbidities 

(Dombrowski et al., 2012).   

 A limitation of using meta-regression for BCT identification is that it requires large 

numbers of studies so that there is sufficient power to test each BCT; in practice there is only 

sufficient power to test a handful of BCTs, so that conclusions cannot be drawn about those 

BCTs for which there is not sufficient power.  The second limitation is that there are often many 

confounders (factors correlated with the presence of BCTs) so that it may be that an explanation 

for an effective BCT is its combination with other BCTs or with other aspects of the intervention 

that are not, and cannot be, factored into the analysis, either because they have not been 

documented or there is insufficient power for complex analyses.  This is a constraint of all such 

secondary data analyses.  A 2010 review of the association between BCTs, theoretical base and 

modes of delivery in 85 digital interventions suggested some interesting findings (Webb, Joseph, 

Yardley, & Michie, 2010), but the confounders were such that confidence in such findings were 

not high.  It would be useful to repeat this review with the vastly larger numbers of studies we 

now have and using a more sophisticated analytic method, as the findings are likely to be very 

useful for intervention design and could be treated with more confidence.  
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2.ii. Lack of evidence-based theories and technique specification applied to behavioral 

health interventions (digital and traditional) 

   

 The need for better specification of BCTs and/or underlying theory-based 

mechanisms. The reporting of complex behavioral health interventions, digital and traditional, 

often lacks sufficient details to know exactly which BCTs were included and how they were 

offered. For example, an analysis of Cochrane reviews of behavioral support for smoking 

cessation found that less than 50% of BCTs specified in intervention protocols were mentioned 

in published reports (Lorencatto, West, & Michie, 2012).  If we do not know exactly what the 

intervention consisted of, we are unable to investigate its mechanisms of action (theory defined 

concepts) and hence explain the effect and further improve the intervention. A further problem is 

that, even when interventions are well specified in terms of BCTs, the hypothesized mechanisms 

of action of those BCTs are frequently not stated. An analysis of 190 studies of interventions to 

increase physical activity and healthy eating found that only 107 (56%) explicitly reported theory 

or theory-derived mechanisms of action (Prestwich et al., 2014). Those that reported basing 

interventions on theory were further analyzed for how theory had been applied using the Theory 

Coding Scheme (S. Michie & Prestwich, 2010). It was found that theory was used partially and 

inconsistently, for example, in 90% studies, there were BCTs within the intervention that were 

not explicitly linked to theoretical constructs and in 91% studies, there were theoretical 

constructs not targeted by BCTs.  

 A further problem is that the names of evidence-based theories, theory-derived 

mechanisms of action, and BCTs may be specified, but inappropriately operationalized (Michie, 

Johnston, Francis, Hardeman, & Eccles, 2008; S. Michie & Prestwich, 2010). For example, one 
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empirically supported mechanism of action derived from Self-Determination Theory involves the 

provision of autonomy support, a process that encourages participants to feel a greater sense of 

endorsement or ownership over their behavior change efforts (Ng et al., 2012). One technique 

that is used to provide autonomy support involves giving participants choices. However, some 

interventions have operationalized giving choices in ways that are inconsistent with the 

underlying theory (e.g., by providing an abundance of trivial, meaningless options, or by 

pressuring participants to "choose" a particular option; Moller, Deci, & Ryan, 2006). 

 We suggest that increasing precision in the specification and operationalization of 

theories and techniques of behavioral interventions has the potential of accelerating both 

understanding and application in behavioral medicine. 

 Applying evidence.  Research has found that most healthcare smartphone apps do not 

follow evidence-based clinical guidelines and best practices, for example in obesity prevention 

(Breton, Fuemmeler, & Abroms, 2011; Pagoto, Schneider, Jojic, Debiasse, & Mann, 2013; 

Schoffman, Turner-McGrievy, Jones, & Wilcox, 2013), smoking cessation (Abroms, Lee 

Westmaas, Bontemps-Jones, Ramani, & Mellerson, 2013; Ubhi, Michie, Kotz, Wong, & West, 

2015) and alcohol reduction. Apps for alcohol use, physical activity, and dietary behaviors have 

been analyzed using a taxonomy of BCTs (Conroy et al., 2014a; Crane et al., 2015); findings 

suggest that most apps have implemented a very limited number. For example, alcohol reduction 

apps implemented less than four BCTs on average (Crane et al., 2015); physical activity apps 

implemented less than seven BCTs on average (Yang, Maher, & Conroy, 2015), and a set of 

weight management apps targeting either physical activity, dietary behavior or both implemented 

approximately eight BCTs on average (Direito et al., 2014). In terms of the marketing of health 

apps, Conroy and colleagues found that online descriptions of physical activity apps in app stores 
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also fail to highlight many of the BCTs that have been observed upon app inspection (Conroy, 

Yang, & Maher, 2014b). However, there are good examples of apps being well aligned with 

health behavior theories such as control theory and social-cognitive theory when developed 

within carefully controlled research studies (Lyzwinski, 2014). This is the exception and at 

present  most people exposed to mobile health apps, the most common form of digital health 

intervention, will not receive help that is evidence-based.   

2.iii. Challenges to applying and testing evidence-based theories and techniques on digital 

health platforms 

 Digital interventions usually have a majority of components that are not ‘tunneled’ so 

that there is considerable choice as to which part of the app to engage with, in which order and 

for how long. Thus, there is huge variation in the exposure of individuals to BCTs. For example, 

in a traditional behavioral intervention a lesson might be taught in-person to a group of 

participants; in this case, the pace, order, and content would be determined by the instructor and 

each participant would experience it in a uniform, or "tunneled" way. In a digital health 

intervention, such as an app, each participant might be free to explore different features in ways 

that are less rigidly determined. In face-to-face interventions, it is possible to assess exposure to 

BCTs by assessing the ‘fidelity’ of delivery by recording intervention sessions and recording 

which of the BCTs in the protocol were delivered (Lorencatto et al., 2012). We can also assess 

the extent to which participants respond to BCTs by investigating what they say in sessions 

(Michie et al., 2008). In digital interventions, we can measure ‘usage’ (i.e., the length of time 

that a participant spent on any particular part of the internet site or smartphone app and the 

sequence of visiting parts of the site/app). However, the analysis and interpretation of the vast 

amounts of individualized data generated are at an early stage and there are few reports of 
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successfully using such data to identify effective BCTs, components or modules within digital 

interventions. For example, usage data from a digital health interventions might include whether 

a participant has clicked on a webpage, but tell researchers little about whether the content on the 

page was actually read (i.e., digital traces of "usage" may differ from usage that is likely to bring 

about change). The interpretation of digital trace data is a new challenge facing researchers.  

 A further complexity arises when interventions are ‘adaptive’ in that they change over 

time and potentially in continuous fashion according to feedback from the user (Almirall, 

Nahum-Shani, Sherwood, & Murphy, 2014; Lagoa, Bekiroglu, Lanza, & Murphy, 2014). 

Adaptive changes to interventions are more common and complex on digital platforms, as when 

algorithmic content delivery is incorporated using real-time data from sensors within an app and 

surrounding context as well as data inputted by the user. Additionally, in many cases, the 

technology itself (hardware and software) tied to a digital health interventions is continuously 

updated. The question as to what exactly is being offered, delivered and evaluated is therefore 

not straightforward. Researchers struggling with these challenges have suggested that the 

solution may lie in defining digital interventions not so much as static ‘things,’ but as a set of 

underlying principles (theory-derived concepts or mechanisms of action) related to BCTs and 

delivery methods (Mohr et al., 2015). 

3. Emerging methods for capitalizing on the digital health revolution 

 Researchers and digital intervention developers have so far barely scratched the surface 

of the potential of the digital health revolution for advancing and refining theory. Most of our 

current theories of behavior change are static and have been developed on the basis of group 

differences and cross-sectional designs rather than on the basis of change within individuals 

(Davies, Morriss, & Glazebrook, 2014; Michie, Atkins, & West, 2014; Riley et al., 2011). In this 
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section, we review a number of emerging research methods facilitated by digital platforms and 

“big data,” which have the potential to advance and refine our theories of behavior change in 

ways that were previously impossible. These methods include multiphase optimization designs, 

dynamic system modeling, and social network analysis. In each case, we briefly describe how 

these methods work (citing sources with more in-depth coverage), and provide illustrative 

examples of cutting edge work being done using digital health data.  

3.i. Multiphase optimization designs, digital health data, & theory refinement 

 The multiphase optimization strategy (MOST) is an engineering-inspired framework for 

systematically, incrementally, and efficiently improving behavioral interventions (Collins et al., 

2011; Collins et al., 2015; Collins, Murphy, & Strecher, 2007). Although this framework is still 

fairly novel, MOST has been applied to a wide range of interventions targeting health behaviors, 

including smoking cessation (Collins et al., 2011; Strecher et al., 2008), weight loss (Pellegrini, 

Hoffman, Collins, & Spring, 2014), and drug use prevention among NCAA athletes (Wyrick, 

Rulison, Fearnow-Kenney, Milroy, & Collins, 2014), with a few applications using web- and 

app-based technologies (Pellegrini et al., 2014; Strecher et al., 2008; Wyrick et al., 2014). 

Although relatively efficient, historically, a limitation of MOST is that it requires relatively large 

sample sizes, and data collected across multiple waves. Using traditional intervention delivery 

channels, using MOST designs is possible, but very expensive; however, as interventions move 

to digital platforms, the cost of data collection needed for running MOST designs can be cut 

substantially, making these techniques accessible to far more researchers; that is, if they are 

familiar with this method and trained to use it.   

MOST consists of three phases: preparation, optimization, and evaluation (Collins et al., 

2015). The preparation and evaluation phases are similar to the traditional approach of 
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developing and testing behavioral interventions via the use of a 2-arm randomized controlled 

trial; however, MOST employs an additional phase of optimization, to empirically examine the 

independent and combined effects of potential intervention components prior to evaluation (an 

intervention component being any aspect of an intervention that can be separated out for 

examination). This additional phase not only contributes to the development of interventions that 

are more effective, economical, efficient, and scalable, but simultaneously enables behavior 

change theories and techniques to be empirically examined and refined throughout the 

intervention development process. A more detailed description of MOST can be found in Collins 

et al. (2015).   

A strong theory-derived conceptual model should inform the process whereby proximal 

(near-term) outcomes, which represent mediating mechanisms (e.g., adherence to diary or 

physical activity goals, as opposed to longer term weight change), can be used to make decisions 

about which candidate intervention components to include in an optimized intervention. This 

strategy potentially shortens the amount of time needed to conduct the study and is well-suited to 

digital interventions which often rely on technologies that are rapidly changing (Riley & Rivera, 

2014). For example, in a hypothetical intervention to increase antiretroviral therapy (ART) 

among alcohol using injection drug users, Collins and colleagues (2015) use a conceptual model 

of the ART adherence to identify and directly map five candidate intervention components to 

their corresponding proximal mediator. In this hypothetical example, one intervention 

component included a strategy of sending text messages (SMS) to increase participant’s 

perceived social support (a proximal mediator) to reduce alcohol consumption and/or ART 

adherence intentions (a proximal outcome), thereby reducing alcohol consumption and 

improving ART adherence behavior (a behavioral outcomes), and decreasing HIV viral load (a 
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long-term outcome). To screen the components, the use of a highly efficient experiment, most 

often a factorial experiment, during the optimization phase, enables the examination of the 

individual and combined effects of multiple candidate intervention components.  Given that each 

intervention component can be mapped onto proximal mediators (mechanisms of action based on 

a conceptual model or theory), the relative contributions of specific constructs from different 

behavioral change theories can be examined individually. 

Optimization phase research can also be used to produce more effective and efficient 

digital health interventions, as the results from "screening" experiment (designed to test the 

individual effects of candidate intervention components) informs subsequent decisions about 

which candidate components to include in future "optimized" versions of the intervention 

(Collins et al., 2014). For example, in one ongoing remotely-delivered weight loss intervention, 

five candidate intervention components are being tested, in this case a mixture of digital and 

traditional components (i.e., telephone coaching, letters from a physicians, text messages, meal 

replacement recommendations, and buddy training). Analysis of this fractional factorial design 

will be used to evaluate whether each component independently or in combination increase 

social accountability and adherence to weight management practices (Pellegrini et al., 2014). If a 

candidate component does not perform well, it may not be as relevant to the behavior change 

process as originally thought.  Alternatively, it could mean that the technique employed to 

impact the targeted mediators (e.g., social accountability) was not effective. To address this 

potential ambiguity, post-hoc secondary data analyses can be performed to explore the 

underlining conceptual mechanisms of behavior change. Advanced mediation analyses derived 

from these large factorial designs can test a wide variety of paths, such as whether social 

accountability mediates the relation between telephone coaching (a single intervention 
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component) and adherence to weight management practices. Traditional mediation analyses of 

bundled interventions are unable to disentangle an individual component’s effect on the mediator 

(MacKinnon, 2008), thus the use of a factorial design has the potential to shed light on the 

mechanisms of how both the intervention and the behavioral change theory being applied work.   

3.ii. Dynamical systems modeling, digital health data, & theory refinement 

Another emerging method for making the most of "big data" in order to predict and 

understand human behavior involves the application of dynamic systems modeling (see: (Spruijt-

Metz et al., 2015)). Dynamic systems modeling is closely related to control systems engineering, 

a suite of methods that can be used for the development of highly personalized digital health 

interventions. These methods include strategies such as system identification (Ljung, 1999), and 

model-predictive control (Nandola & Rivera, 2013). System identification is an analytical 

technique that examines the dynamic relationships between manipulated inputs (i.e., BCTs, such 

as goal-setting), disturbance variables (i.e., factors that vary over time that are external to the 

person, such as weather), and outputs (i.e., the target of an intervention, such as physical activity 

or weight loss) within a single-case, time-series context. This analytic technique builds on the 

logic of regression to understand the dynamic inter-relations between these constructs. This 

modeling strategy has been used to develop a mathematically specified version of social 

cognitive theory (Timms, Martin, Rivera, Hekler, & Riley, 2014; Riley et al., 2016), and has 

been applied to the development of an intensively adaptive intervention to support increased 

walking. Current work is exploring if dynamical system models of behavior can be used to 

define dynamic concepts such as “ambitious but doable” daily step goals that take into account 

past behavioral patterns (e.g., previous ability to meet step goals), daily variations in individual 

characteristics (e.g., stress, busyness), and contextual characteristics (e.g., location, weather, 
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busyness based on calendar) to define what an appropriate “ambitious but doable” step goal 

would be for a particular individual at a particular time.  

 Model-predictive control provides a mechanism for translating knowledge about the 

dynamics of behavior into dynamic decision-rules that can be utilized “on the fly” within a 

digital health intervention. A model-predictive controller functions by utilizing a dynamical 

systems model to run simulations and predictions on what might plausibly happen for the 

specific person being helped, particularly with variations on factors that the system can actively 

manipulate.  In the “ambitious but doable” step goal example described above, the model-

predictive controller can examine plausible outcomes depending on variations on suggested step 

goals and the number of points conferred for meeting that step goal (which, in the current 

system, translated into gift cards). The system then utilizes these predictions for the next day or 

longer-term to determine target goals and associated points that would be most useful for 

supporting a person in achieving a meaningful long-term target, such as maintaining 10,000 steps 

per day over 6 months or a year. In this way, the model-predictive controller runs predictions that 

are akin to meteorology (step 1) but then goes a step further, utilizing that information to make 

decisions (step 2) in order to “close the loop.”  This iterative process of predicting and testing 

supports both improved intervention development and theory testing.   

 Using this framework, a theory can be tested on the quality of its prediction for a specific 

person as well as relationships between constructs in general (for the average person)  For 

example, a model-predictive controller may make the prediction that a person will walk 6,000 

steps tomorrow plus or minus 500 steps if a goal of 5,500 steps and 500 points were provided.  

At the end of that day, the model-predictive controller can then compare how well that prediction 

was to the actual steps achieved by that individual.  In this way, the model is constantly tested 
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and refined for its predictive utility for a specific person. This results in a significant 

advancement from current practices for the rapid empirical testing and refinement of behavior 

change theories as represented via well-specified mathematical models.  

3.iii. Social networks, digital health data, & theory refinement 

The third emerging research method we review, participants' social networks, and their 

relative position and influence within such networks, offers researchers ways to "zoom out" and 

consider system-level features driving intervention success. Social network analysis can be used 

to help understand how individuals are influenced by friends, and how behavioral health 

interventions influence not only the targets of interventions but also their friends and other in 

their networks. social network analytic methods are being used to model wide-ranging social 

networks, including digitally networked communities dedicated to a specific health behavior 

(e.g., PatientsLikeMe.org) and online communities that are more generally defined (e.g., 

Facebook and Twitter).   

Prior to the current widespread adoption of internet connected technologies, several 

decades of research using network analytic methods have established that individuals’ behavior 

and health status are heavily influenced by their "real world" social relationships and the social 

conditions guiding interpersonal interactions (see Berkman & Syme, 1979; Christakis & Fowler, 

2007). However, collecting data for the purpose of modeling the influence of an individuals' 

social network was prohibitively expensive for most behavioral health researchers. For example, 

the seminal work conducted by Christakis and Fowler (2007) used data from the famous and 

costly Framingham Heart Study, which involved hundreds of participants reporting the important 

members of their social networks at multiple time points over several decades. As the general 

public embrace large, online social networking sites like Twitter and Facebook, and as digital 
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health interventions incorporate these sites or provide access to their own dedicated online 

networking tools, collecting and modeling network data is becoming more affordable and 

feasible. Social network research has grown in popularity over the past few decades, and 

behavioral health interventions are increasingly acknowledging the importance of social 

influence on intervention success.  

Social network analysis is defined here as the empirical study of how social networks 

influences individuals’ health behavior and outcomes, and it involves characterizing social 

relations around the individual (i.e., ties), and how properties of these connections (e.g., tie 

strength) and characteristics of friends/alters affect the individual/ego.  Social network analysis 

may also involve studying how structural properties of the network (e.g., network density) 

influence individuals’ health (Latkin & Knowlton, 2015).  Social networks are rarely considered 

in relation to the behavior change pathway, as illustrated in  a review of obesity treatment 

interventions considering social relational constructs see Leroux, Moore, & Dubé, 2013). Among 

those that do, the pathway under study is most often social support, which is just one of many 

ways in which social networks exert their influence on individuals’ health (Berkman, Glass, 

Brissette, & Seeman, 2000). Furthermore, although many interventions may be described as 

having taken a social network approach, most study the mechanisms connecting social networks 

to health, and do not conduct true social network analyses (see Smith & Christakis, 2008).  

Digital health interventions are especially well suited to true network analysis because 

they enable the collection of large quantities of social interaction data over time. These data can 

include participants’ interactions with their existing online connections/friends and/or 

interactions with others in the intervention. Capturing the digital traces that define online social 

network interactions enable digital health interventions to map a much larger portion of the 
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social network than has been possible using traditional methods (e.g., via self-report surveys). 

Passively collected data from digital health interventions also make it easier for researchers to 

track engagement with communication tools and interactions among participants, potentially 

facilitating more accurate estimation of intervention effects (Hunter et al., 2015).  

Network analyses using data from digital health interventions suggest that many network 

effects are consistent across online and offline social environments.  For instance, recent 

evidence about the prevention of HIV and reduction of risky sexual behavior suggests that 

network effects observed in face-to-face trials extend to online settings such as Facebook (Young 

et al., 2014).  Observational studies that have employed true network analyses have also 

demonstrated that social embeddedness in an online weight loss community affects weight loss 

(Poncela-Casasnovas et al., 2015), and that friends’ online behaviors (e.g., Facebook posting) 

affect adolescents’ drinking and smoking behavior (Huang et al., 2014). Digital health 

interventions that have taken a social network approach but not conducted true network analysis 

have demonstrated that social support, accountability, and a positive team environment are 

associated with improved health outcomes, including greater weight loss and increased physical 

activity over time (Carson et al., 2013; Leahey, Kumar, Weinberg, & Wing, 2012; Maher et al., 

2015).  

Although there is good evidence that online social networks can influence behavioral 

health, there is currently a dearth of research testing which behavior change techniques (BCTs) 

related to social interaction can be most effectively employed in digital interventions. In a recent 

review of how social network technologies were used in online health promotion, just under half 

of the studies evaluated were grounded in theory, and fewer still described how theories were 

specifically applied in delivering the intervention (Balatsoukas, Kennedy, Buchan, Powell, & 
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Ainsworth, 2015). Of the 93 BCTs in BCT Taxonomy v1, four relate to social interaction: those 

focused on social support, social comparison, social incentives, and restructuring of the social 

environment (Michie et al., 2015; Michie et al., 2014). Interventions could also focus on 

changing social norms within the network, or encouraging individuals to actively promote 

behavior change within their network as a strategy for changing their self-identity (Latkin & 

Knowlton, 2015).  

Future research should investigate how to maximize the potential for positive social 

network effects on health, specifically in the context of digital health interventions. Examples of 

research questions to tackle are: (i) how users may interact or socialize using technology 

differently than in-person, for example, the Uses and Gratification framework considers how 

different features of social media are utilized based on users’ motivation for use and expectations 

about outcomes of use (Smock, Ellison, Lampe, & Wohn, 2011); (ii) how human-computer 

interaction influences social network effects, and (iii) to what extent computer-mediated 

communication is different from face-to-face communication in producing social network 

effects. Future work would also benefit from social network data collection that goes beyond 

individual approaches (i.e., collecting data just on the individual targeted by the intervention), 

and collects data from others in the participants’ networks (e.g., Facebook friends). This enables 

the evaluation of how the health and behavior of others (e.g., friends) affects people.  Collecting 

data on others also provides insight as to whether the intervention has spread beyond the 

participants targeted in the intervention, broadening the public health impact (i.e., social 

diffusion).  However, in research trials, when social diffusion spreads to the control/non-

intervention group(s), trials are said to suffer from "contamination." Contamination may be 

especially prevalent in digital health interventions that provide opportunities for communication 
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with other participants. A further research question to consider is how structural properties of 

individuals' social networks influence behavioral health outcomes. For example, multiple sources 

of social reinforcement, available within clustered networks, may be necessary for optimizing 

healthy behavior change (Centola, 2013). These are just a few of the promising research 

directions for those using social network research methods for the purpose of intervention 

development and theory testing on digital platforms.  

4. Conclusions 

We believe we are facing a paradigm shift in opportunities for delivering behavior 

change interventions through digital technologies and use of these to study theories and 

techniques of behavior change. To make the most of this, it could be valuable to explicitly 

identify and systematically apply the evidence-based behavior change techniques (BCTs) in 

these interventions. It could also be important to look for creative ways to more effectively 

leverage the richness of data generated by digital health platforms, such as by using digital trace 

data that can often be passively captured for little cost or effort. In addition, there are promising 

new research designs and statistical methods capable of extracting more from the rich sets. 

Embracing these emerging technologies and methods should generate more successful 

interventions and advance behavior change theory in ways not possible before, driving faster 

progress.  
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